
THE CONCEPT OF LOSS IN THE MESOPOTAMIAN EPIC GILGAMESH

The Epic of Gilgamesh is an epic poem from ancient Mesopotamia that is often regarded as the . Gilgamesh was given
knowledge of how to worship the gods, why death was ordained .. dramatic capstone whereby the twelve-tablet epic
ends on one and the same theme, that of "seeing" (= understanding, discovery, etc.).

Hero in battle corresponds to the Bull of Heaven episode standard version tablet VI in the Akkadian version.
Gilgamesh, meanwhile, has been having dreams about the imminent arrival of a beloved new companion and
asks his mother, Ninsun , to help interpret these dreams. Gilgamesh, a figure of celestial stature, allows his
mortal side to whittle away his power after the death of Enkidu. All these elements are present in the narrative,
and the diversity of the text is only matched by its literary sophistication. Gilgamesh in his lion-strangling
mode. The epic ends with the return of the spirit of Enkidu, who promises to recover the objects and then
gives a grim report on the underworld. He commissions a funerary statue, and provides grave gifts from his
treasury to ensure that Enkidu has a favourable reception in the realm of the dead. Gilgamesh visits his
mother, the goddess Ninsun , who seeks the support and protection of the sun-god Shamash for their
adventure. The mountains quake with the tumult and the sky turns black. He also proclaims his right to have
sexual intercourse with all new brides. The main point seems to be that when Enlil granted eternal life it was a
unique gift. Afterward, Gilgamesh makes a dangerous journey Tablets IX and X in search of Utnapishtim , the
survivor of the Babylonian Flood, in order to learn from him how to escape death. The questing hero,
however, is denied his heart's desire: the gods will never again confer immortality upon any human. He travels
through the mountains, over vast oceans, and finally locates Utnapishtim who offers him two chances at
immortality; both of which he fails. Gilgamesh wins the fight, and he and Enkidu become the best of friends.
The story ends with Gilgamesh returning home to the city of Uruk. The text provides multiple answers,
allowing the reader to wrestle with these ideas alongside the hero. When they reach the island where
Utnapishtim lives, Gilgamesh recounts his story, asking him for his help. After a short discussion, Sur-sunabu
asks him to carve oars so that they may cross the waters of death without needing the "stone ones". This
version was originally compiled by the priest, scribe and exorcist, Sin-leqi-uninni , around BCE. Enkidu
comes to his friend's aid and kills the bull but, in doing so, he has offended the gods and is condemned to
death.


